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If you are applying to a selective school, you may need to submit a SAT Subject Assessment Test along with the usual SAT (or ACT) assessments. The biology test (also called SAT II biology) is popular because the vast majority of students take biology in high school, and most students find it less
intimidating than chemistry or physics. This test can be a great way to meet your subject test requirements, especially if you plan to study biology in college and want to show off your skills. In this study guide, I'll give you all the background information you need to start studying for biology subject testing,
as well as example questions, practical materials, and research tips to use along the way. Biology SAT Subject Test Review: Format and Test Dates in terms of SAT Biology Subject Tests, you can choose either Environmental Biology (Biology-E) or Molecular Biology (Biology-M). According to the College
Board of Two SAT Subject Tests, Biology-E leans more toward biological communities, populations, and energy flow, while biology-M is more focused on biochemistry, cellular structure and processes such as breathing and photosynthesis. Both versions have the same test format and guidelines: Total
time: 60 minutes Total number of questions: 80 questions with multiple answer options Score: Score on a scale of 200 to 800 No calculator allowed! Sixty questions are identical for both versions of the test, while the last 20 specialize in E or M. E/M Biology is offered in May, June, August, October,
November and December SAT Subject Test dates. Should you take a biological subject test? What version? Now that you understand what the biology of the SAT Subject test entails, should you take it or not? To help you decide, you must first find out if any of the schools you are applying to require or
recommend SAT Subject Tests. You can do this by simply looking at our other article for a full list of schools that ask applicants to send a subject to test scores (we also enter these school-specific requirements). If you already know that you need to take subject tests, there are several reasons you can
look at the biology test as a viable option. Want to build the best college application? We can help. PrepScholar Admission is the world's best admissions consulting service. We combine world-class reception consultants with our data-driven reception strategies. We watched thousands of students wash
up in their best schools, from public colleges to the Ivy League. We know which college students want to accept. We want you to go to the schools of your dreams. Learn more about taking PrepScholar to maximize your chances of getting in. the question of taking the biology of the SAT Subject Test. #1:
You just took a biology class Best to take a spring test right after you got you biology course to shorten the time of study. Here's the College Board's recommended preparation for the Biology Subject Test: A one-year entrance college preparatory course in biology for the Algebra Laboratory's Experience
Biology Subject test is a particularly good idea if you've just taken an AP Biology (and have already prepared for an AP test). Subject tests are less intense than AP tests, so by comparison, this will probably seem like a breeze. #2: You haven't yet taken science subject tests Most colleges that require or
recommend SAT subject tests are looking for one in the humanities and one in the sciences (except for a few emissions, such as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which wants maths and science subject tests). If you need to pass a science test and you're nervous about it, biology is the way to
go. It should be a little easier for you than physics or chemistry would be if you are a stronger humanities student. Why? The biology test involves fewer obscure concepts and calculations, and you can rely a little more on memorization and basic logic to answer questions. #3: You have a special interest
in biology If you are interested in continuing biology as a course of study, it is a great idea to take the Biology Subject Test as a way to demonstrate your abilities to the subject. If you have also done other specialized programs or projects in high school related to biology, taking the subject test will only
strengthen the cohesion of your application. Okay, let's do it. Assuming that some or all of the factors listed above refer to you and you decide to take the test, is there another solution to make: Biology E or Biology M? As a defining between Biology E and Biology M Versions I gave you a brief description
of the contents of each of the two tests in the previous section, but it probably wasn't enough information for you to make a decision. This choice ultimately comes down to whether you are more comfortable with the macro or micro aspects of biology. SAT Biology-E is more associated with large-scale
energy flows in ecosystems and changes in the environment over time. In contrast, M biology focuses more on chemical elements of biology that occur on a meager scale. If you're more science-oriented students, you'll probably be better off with Biology-M. If you're more into subjects like history and
English, biology-E may be the best choice. Keep in mind that these two tests are not completely different. There are only 20 questions out of 80 that are specific to E or M. For this reason, I wouldn't stress too much on your choices. If you took a biology class and did well enough in it, you shouldn't have a
problem with any version of the test. Oh, and for those wondering, yes, you can take both biology-E and biology-M, but you can't take them both on the same test date (makes sense, given that they are almost the same test!). Biology-M has more about this type of material. You know, everybody things
happening at the molecular level inside your body. Right. Nwo. What about SAT II biology? Here is the content of the review presented by the College Board, which lists the division of themes for each version of the BIOLOGY SAT Subject Test: From the chart, you can see that many other issues are
devoted to cellular and molecular biology on the Biology-M test, and many others are devoted to ecology on the Biology-E test. Note that M biology also has a little more questions on genetics, while Biology E has a little more questions on evolution and diversity. Both tests have the same number of
questions to deal with the biology of the body. All these topics should be familiar to you if you have taken a course in biology. The types of skills tested in both biology-E and biology-M include the following: Remembering Fundamental Concepts and Specific Facts (about 30% of the test) Application of
biological knowledge to practical scenarios, submitted to the test and problem solving using mathematical relationships (about 35% of the test) Conclusions and conclusions based on qualitative and quantitative data (about 35% of the test) Essentially, 70% of the questions will present the script and then
ask you to make deductions or calculations based on it. The scenario could be a bacterial growth chart or a description of a laboratory procedure. It is important to know the main parts of the experiment (independent and dependent variables) and be able to project your understanding onto unfamiliar
situations. The remaining 30% of the questions are just to ask you to remember the biological facts directly. I've given examples of the different types of questions you can expect to see on the test in the next section. You can see questions about changes in the density of species in a particular ecosystem.
This is ciiiiiircle liiiiiiifeeeeeeeee! Biology Theme Test Types Issue Here are a few official examples of the different types of questions that you can see on the Biology Subject Test. Each question corresponds to one of the three skills I mentioned above. Type 1: Interpreting the data, as I mentioned in the
previous section, many test questions ask you to take a look at the data and make deductions from this information. In this matter, although the Y type is not explicitly mentioned in the diagram, we know from the background that any percentage of X species are planted, the Y seed species should make
up the remainder. To answer the question, we need to figure out where the graphic line intersects with the line, pointing to the 25% mark on the x-axis (i.e. the crop at the point where 25% of Species X and 75% of Y species were planted). It appears that the crop was 50% of Species X, which means that
it also had 50% of species Y. So the correct answer is C. Type 2: Applying concepts In this matter, you are asked to apply your knowledge of biology in this situation. Why were the results on the graph based on what you know about the experiment? Of information (and from the study for the test), we
know that thymine is one of the four main nucleotide bases present in DNA. Choosing E is most important as an answer to this question because as embryos develop, they consistently form DNA using the radioactive thymine that is available to them. As I wrote above, you will also be asked to apply your
knowledge of the scientific method and laboratory procedures to specific test scenarios. Take a look at the following question regarding this radioactivity experiment: The correct answer is choice C. This would be a suitable control scenario, because RNA contains uracil instead of thymine. The results of
the experiment to add radioactive uracil will finally demonstrate that the original experiment measured DNA, not RNA synthesis. Type 3: Remembering Facts You will also see questions like this on Biology Subject Tests that ask you to recall the basic facts. The answer to question 1 will be (B), and the
answer to question 2 will be (A). Sometimes these questions are accompanied by diagrams. Here's an example of one in a slightly different format: It's a little more complicated since you need to identify the parts of the flower that the numbers are marking, and remember the function of these specific
parts. The answer to question 6 : (A) and the answer to question 7 is (D). 10/10 will pollinate. Where to find practical materials for the Biology Subject Test If you are looking to prepare for the biology of the SAT Subject Test, you will need some quality training materials. I've compiled a list of where to find
the best practical tests and review guides. Free Online Sample Issues and Tests This is a list of online (official and unofficial) practical materials for biology E/M Subject tests. Most of these resources don't provide complete practical tests, but there are tons of questions that will expose you to the full range
of content on the exam. Official Biology Topics Theme Test Practice We will begin with the best of the best: official practice issues created by the College Board. All of these questions are extremely realistic and very similar to the ones you will see on the day of testing. General Biology: 24 practical
questions with explanations of answers. Biology-E: Five questions specific to biology-E. Biology-M: Five questions specific to biology-M. CrackSAT Practical tests and questions Although all of these tests are much shorter than the real thing, they are still incredibly useful as practical materials. Note that
because there is less attention to laboratory analysis and data analysis, these issues may be less complex than actual testing issues. SAT II: Google Biology site This site has two full-length practical tests and two diagnostic tests. It doesn't have automatic scoring because all pages are scanned by PDF
files, so they're good for printing and take as a real test. Be sure to emulate the real testing conditions as best you can Follow the official deadline and take them in a quiet room without distractions. The Free Online Content Review Khan Academy is a free website and partner of the College Council, which
provides tons of educational materials, including video tutorials, practical questions, and answer explanations for the SAT and various school subjects. Its biology section is particularly useful because it offers an overview of the basic concepts many of which you'll find on the biology of the SAT Subject
Test. In addition to in-depth videos that will teach you the basic (and even more advanced) concepts of biology, Khan Academy offers more than 80 questions of biological practice. While these questions are not similar to the ones you will see for testing, they are still useful for helping you learn and
preserve the basics of the subject. Paid Book Review In addition to free resources, there are several useful review books you can buy that are specifically for E/M Biology. The official SAT Subject Test biology guide to study: This official book is a must-have. It includes two full-length biology tests (which
were actually introduced in the past!), as well as detailed explanations of the answer and several test tips. Buy it for about $13 on Amazon. Official Guide to All SAT Subject Tests, 2nd Edition: This book contains official practical tests for all SAT subject tests, including of course, the biology test. This is a
good choice if you plan to take other SAT subject tests and prefer to have one comprehensive resource. The current price is about $19 on Amazon. Barron SAT Subject Biology Test E/M, 6th edition: Although it is an unofficial resource, it has received a lot of material you can work on, including over 350
questions and two full-length practical tests. It currently sells for about $16 on Amazon. Cracking THE SAT Subject Test on Biology E/M, 16th Edition: This Princeton review book aims to get you the perfect 800 on the biology test. Although his questions are not as realistic as in official resources, it offers a
wide range of training materials, from useful testing strategies to practical tests. You can buy it for about $14 on Amazon. And when you're done taking practical tests, you can reward yourself with something that would be unacceptable to consume in public. In the immortal words of the goo Goo dolls, and
I don't want the world to see me / Because I don't think they'll understand / When everything's done to be chocolate / I just want you to know who I am. What will be your GPA, considered on a scale of 4.0, 5.0, or 6.0? Use our tool to calculate your unweighted and weighted GPA to find out how you stack
up against other college entrants. You also our own college basic GPA calculation and tips on where to improve to be the best college entrant. How to learn biology Here are a few pointers to keep in mind as you study for the BIOLOGY SAT Subject Test. Don't overcook remember that this is not an AP
test- There are no free-answer questions, and much of the test involves interpreting information that has already been provided to you. Therefore, if you recently passed your final exam for a biology class or an AP biology test and felt pretty confident about your performance, you shouldn't have any
problems acing the Subject Test. I would still recommend taking a hands-on test (as discussed in my next paragraph), but there is no need to kill yourself with study if the information is fresh in your mind. If it's been a year or so since you took a biology class, a few hours of review may be fine. Again,
however, this test should not be particularly challenging for you if you have already completed a course of moderate to high level biology. Take a lot of practical tests, even if you feel very comfortable with the subject, you should take at least one practical test as an experiment to see how high you scored.
So, if you are at a satisfactory score level, you may not waste time on additional training. If your results are lower than expected, analyze your mistakes and then examine the relevant areas of content (or simply do similar practice problems if your errors are related to interpreting the data more than they
are general knowledge of biology). You can also make some practical questions for each version of the biology test on the College Board website and/or those in the other resources listed above. Practical tests can help raise alarms about unexpected test areas. Acing Biology Subject Trials: 3 Essential
Test-Taking Tips In this section, I'll give you some tips when you actually sit down to take the SAT Biology Subject Test. Tailoring your strategy in format and content will do wonders for your account! Tip 1: Read the background information, but don't rethink it, as you've seen from the above examples,
questions on the biology of the SAT Subject Test often come paired with background information to contextualize the data provided to you. This will occur in the form of a paragraph that describes the experiment, so you don't get confused when you look at the corresponding chart or graph. Always take a
moment to read this paragraph, as it sometimes contains information that is not clear if you view the data in isolation. However, not too wrapped up in understanding every aspect of the experiment. It's best to maintain practical thinking and just focus on understanding the parts you need to know so you
can answer questions. Take the second example of the question above. Here's another time for your link: You can see that part of the information in the paragraph, for example, the fact that radioactivity was in the bill per minute -- doesn't really help you answer the question. Be effective, and don't dwell
on small details that may not be important. Tip 2: Don't linger on hard hard As you take the Biology Subject test, you may come across some questions that you can't figure out right away. If you spend more than 30 seconds on a question without approaching the correct answer, skip it on time and move
forward. Lingering on the problems that give you spell trouble is a danger for this test, so try to answer all the less difficult questions so you don't run out of time at the end and miss any easy moments. Tip 3: Keep guessing to a minimum Although there is no guessing fine on a regular SAT, SAT theme
tests are still under the fractional point of subtracting the reign of terror. This means that misjudying is worse for your account than leaving the issue blank. The wrong answer to the question about the subject of biology will lead to the loss of 1/4 point, leaving the question blank, does not lead to loss or
accrual of points, and the answer to the question correctly brings you one point. As a result, don't guess the question if you can't eliminate at least one wrong choice of answer. Otherwise, you take too much risk. If you are completely stumped by the question, just leave it blank. If you can't decide between
five answer options that all seem equally viable to you, leave the question blank. Conclusion: Getting ready for the BIOLOGY SAT Subject Biology Test Subject Test can be an easy and convenient way to meet your SAT II requirements for college applications. You have the ability to take either Biology E
(environmental) or biology-M (molecular), but 75% of the questions are the same on both tests. Both versions of the test are hour-long and include 80 questions with several options that relate to topics ranging from cell biology and genetics and evolution. While these questions mainly cover basic
knowledge of biology, there is also a significant amount of interpretation of data and analysis of experimental scenarios. Take a hands-on test to see where you stand and do extra training if you find that your knowledge is lacking. If you have been successful in your high school biology class, you should
usually have no problem doing well on this test with just a little training! What's next? Are you currently taking AP Biology? Learn more about the format and content of the AP test, and get worn out of the best resources you can use to study the exam! You should also read our full review guide to AP
Biology. You can use it to refresh some skills that will come in handy for biology subject tests as well. While you are studying for a biology subject test (or even if you are just taking a bio), take advantage of our articles to review key bio concepts. Start with our study of the differences between homologous
and similar structures, and then go to our guides on enzymes, photosynthesis equations, cell theory, cell membranes endoplasmic sticlum. Still unsure whether you should take the Biology Subject Test? Check out this expert advice on which subject tests you should based on your goals and interests.
Want to improve your SAT score by 160 points or your ACT score by 4 points? We have written a guide for each test about the 5 best strategies you should use to have a chance at improving your score. Download it for free now: now: biology sat subject test study guide pdf. the official sat subject test
study guide in biology. sat subject biology practice test from official study guide pdf download. the official sat subject test in biology study guide pdf free
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